
Instruction
How to Remove Inlet cover & Clean Inside

Please post to your clients whoever buys this T shape. Here are some Small tips to keep dryer
work well.

Tip 1. There are 3 gears for the button.
1st one is power off.
2nd is power on, then you can click adjust speed and temperature settings
3rd is LOCK. if you push the power-on button to the 3rd position, you lock the buttons, you will
not be able to adjust temperature and speed during usage.

This lock is to prevent customers who might mis-click the settings while blowing already.



Tips 2: you can remove the back cover (gold part) to clean the air inlet section, which will make
sure air goes in smoothly, to keep a longer life of the motor and dryer.
Air needs to go in, so the motor can make air hot and come out from outlet section.
If this section is stopped by dirt or cloth or hair, no air goes in but the motor is still rotating, this
will result in motor burning out and the dryer will be broken.

Procedures:
A. Rotate the gold part towards yourself and you will be able to take it out.



B. Remove the transparent one, by pulling it out as below:

C. Use small clean brush or simply wash the transparent part, dry it, make sure it’s clean



D. You can then put it back as well as the gold piece. Make sure direction is right when you try to
rotate back in. The side which has space in between is supposed to be on the top. You can refer
to pic 1 above.

Tips 3: Auto Clean
Make sure the dryer is power ON, but do not click any button to change temperature or speed.
Just leave it there.
Then you just need to press the COOL SHOT button for 5 seconds and the auto-clean function is
activated.



Air will simply go OUT from the INLET section, to blow out dirt that stays inside.

Thanks for your purchase.
Enjoy this high-speed Ionic Dryer.


